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Summary — The necessity of reducing heat transfer to re-entry vehicles has led to the
consideration of both radiative and ablation shields. The paper reviews briefly the heating
problems for manned vehicles and the means whereby ablation and radiation afford
thermal protection.

The principal energy disposal and weight parameters are then presented and their
relation to the vehicle and trajectory parameters is discussed. A comparative analysis
of three types of ablation shield is made and broad conclusions are drawn as to the
type of shield most appropriate to manned re-entry vehicles.

SYMBOLS

mass of vehicle , slugs ft 3
CDAR (drag coeff.)(ref. area) (nose radius)

energy, ft-lb/slug
energy, B.t.u./lb
mass ratio parameter

LID lift-drag ratio
deceleration, g units
heating rate, per unit area, B.t.u./ft -2/s c
heat input, per unit area, B.t.u./ft-2

(laminar flow), t (turbulent flow)
energy disposal parameter
emissivity

o- Stefan-Boltzmann constant
temperature ° R

thermal capacity, B.t.u./lb
specific heat

	 sec (lb ft-2)-2ek (density) (thermal conductivity)
weight per unit area, lb ft-2
fraction of resin in composite shield

* Head, Mathematical Physics Branch.
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fraction of resin vaporized

duration of heating, sec

Subscripts:

ablation

conduction, or circular

insulation, or initial

radiation

	

in mean

back surface
gas produced by sublimation

liquid coolant

dimensionless quantity

INTRODUCTION

A VLIIICLE entering the Earth's atmosphere has excess potential and kinetic

energy which must be disposed in a controlled manner if the vehicle is

to survive. A large fraction of this energy is transferred to the atmosphere

(as kinetic and heat energy), nevertheless the remainder, which appears

as the aerodynamic heat input to the vehicle, is of such magnitude that

its disposal constitutes a major problem.

The limited capacity of metals to absorb this heat has led to the use
of two alternative methods of thermal protection. The first method is

to radiate the heat from a hiah-temperature surface, the second is to
supply material which is allowed to melt or vaporize, thereby absorbing

heat.

Both methods involve additional weight. For the radiative system the
weight is determined primarily by the emissivity of the surface, the thermal

properties of the insulation necessary to maintain the high surface tem-

perature, and the duration of the re-entry; in the ablation system the

weight is determined by the total aerodynamic heat input and by the

total heat capacity of the ablation material. In assessing the merit of either

approach we are mainly concerned with minimizing weiaht although

in any practical application to manned vehicles, dependability and ver-
satility are always important.

In this paper particular attention is given to the problem of thermal

protection of vehicles which re-enter the atmosphere from supercircular
speeds (for example, a vehicle returning from a lunar flight). In order

to understand better the nature of the heating environment to which such

vehicles are exposed some discussion of their motion is required.

Here we are content to discuss in heuristic fashion the more important

parameters which determine the aerodynamic effects of heating and
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deceleration. Consideration is then given to the manner in which radi-

ation and ablation systems afford thermal protection with particular

reference to the relationship between the thermal shield parameters and

the vehicle design parameters.

MOTION AND HEATING OF MANNED RE - ENTRY VEHICLES

The problem of re-entry of manned vehicles into the earth's atmosphere

has received much attention in recent years. Following the work of Allen

and Egersto on ballistic re-entry, and Sanger(2) on the steady lifting glide,

Chapman(") has made a general study of the dynamics and heating ex-

perience of both lifting and nonlifting vehicles which re-enter the atmos-

phere from circular or supercircular orbits. Further papers(5-8) on trajectory

control through lift and drag modulation have added to our understanding

of the subject.

In the present paper we will generally follow the work of Chapman

althouith in order to obtain a qualitative understanding of the problem,

a simple approximate solution is used. The energy equation for a vehicle

of mass  M,  frontal area  A,  and drag coefficient  C„  is written in terms

of mass parameter  B  as follows:

E = Eie—g(s) (I)

where  E,  is the initial energy of the vehicle,  B r=
eC„Ads

and  s  is

the distance travelled through the atmosphere.

If we consider the vehicle to travel down a tube of air of cross-sectional

area CDA (see Fig. 1), then the mass of air in a length  s  of the tube is

CDA  ds, thus

mass of air pushed aside by the vehicle
B(s)--- 	

mass of the vehicle

and the energy of the vehicle is reduced by a factor  e  each time the vehicle

pushes aside a mass of air equal to its own mass  M.  A vehicle which re-

enters at parabolic speed (35,000 ft/sec) must push aside a mass of air

7M  in order to reduce its speed to sonic speed. This may be done either

by using a tube of air of large cross-section ( corresponding to a vehicle

of small
C

or a tube of great length as obtained when a vehicle makes
DMA )

a shallow re-entry with aerodynamic lift.
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As shown by Chapman"), there exists a narrow fli2ht-path corridor
through which re-entry into the atomsphere must be made. The lower
boundary of the corridor (termed the undershoot boundary) is determined
by the condition that the vehicle shall not exceed a given maximum decel-
eration (say 10g). The upper boundary (the overshoot boundary) is deter-
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FIG. 1. Motion and heating history.

mined by the condition that the vehicle, upon re-entry, shall remain within
the sensible atmosphere and complete the re-entry manoeuvre in one
pass.

If an exponential variation of atmospheric density with altitude is as-

sumed, together with constant 	 and  LID,  the vehicle deceleration

at undershoot varies approximately as  Be B and the maximum deceler-
ation Gma,occurs when  B =1,  that is, when the vehicle has encountered
a mass of air equal to its own mass  M.
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At overshoot, the vehicle must enter the atmosphere at a low enough

altitude that it encounters sufficient air to reduce its energy from  Ei  to

Ee.  Thus, in the supercircular part of re-entry  (E > Ec) B =  in  Ee,

that is, the mass of air encountered is M In GE, and the vehicle is left

in a near circular orbit at the edee of the earth's atmosphere, and in a po-

sition to complete re-entry in one pass.

The width of the corridor depends on the initial cneray of the vehicle

and on its aerodynamic lift capability. The width may be increased by

applying positive lift at undershoot and negative lift at overshoot; for

a vehicle having parabolic energy (for example, a vehicle returnina from

a lunar flight) with  Gma, =  10 the width increases appreciably by using

a moderate amount of lift (from 7 miles with LID =  0 to 40 miles with

LID =  1/2 or 52 miles with LID -  1). If the more severe limitation of

Gmax = 5  is imposed, the corridor width is correspondingly lower (the

reader is referred to refs. (4) and (5) for a more complete discussion).

A vehicle returning throuaht this corridor will experience a period

of severe heating, the magnitude and duration of which depend on the

vehicle characteristics and the type of trajectory it follows. For a trajectory

near undershoot the heat-transfer rate  q  increases to a maximum value

qmax (which occurs when the vehicle has traversed a mass of air 113  M  ap-

proximately for laminar flow or 8/15  M  for turbulent flow) and there-

after decreases. For a trajectory near overshoot, however, the heating

rate has a maximum value (qax), during the supercircular portion of

the trajectory and decreases to a lower value at circular speed; thereafter

it again increases to a second maximum value (q)2 during the descent

from circular orbit and finally decreases to zero.

General, relatively simple, expressions for  q  and LIQ at the nose

of the vehicle for laminar flow or at the sonic point for turbulent flow

are written as follows:

- 590 ( 	
)"R q  B.t.u./ft-2/sec-'qmax GA 	 q

_1  =  15,900 (  " 	 Rn
CD A

where  n = 1/2 for laminar flow and  n = 4/5 for turbulent flow. For other

regions the heating rates are generally lower and equations (2a) and (2b)

must be used in conjunction with a multiplicative factor which depends

on the vehicle geometry. The quantities  q*  and zlQ*  are functions of the

initial energy, the LID ratio and the type of trajectory; near undershoot,

for example,

") (G.)" and  _1Q*a(Ei/EY




(G n..O-1
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TAB LE 1

Dimensionless Heat-transfer Coefficients

(a) Overshoot, laminar flow




E> E,




E < E„




q't -1Q1* G maxi (12* ,±1Q2* Gmax,

0 0-31 7-4 3.3 0.21 1-1 8.3
14 0.26 31 2-0 0-15 1-7 4-1
1.2 0.77 3-7 1-4 0.105 3.0 ,./5

1 0.19 4-6 1-05 0.075 4-3 1 -40

(b) Undershoot

G„,„, = 10

Laminar

GmaS 5

Turbulent LaminarTurbulent




q* . IQ* q* 1Q* q*




q* :1Q*

0 0.725 2-1 0-411 1-36 0.51 3.0 0-24 1-57
1,4 0-76 2-1 0-40 1.37 0-54 3.0 0.23 1.58
1 r? 0 -77 /.// 0-37 1.39 0.54 3.15 0.22 1-60

1 0-77 2=5 0-31 1 -46 0.541 3-5 0-18 1.68
I

and it is seen that the maximum heating rate increases (whereas the total

heat input decreases) as Grnaxincreases. The dimensionless coefficients

q*  and LI Q*  are show n in Tabe 1 for the undershoot and overshoot bound-

aries for a vehicle which re-enters with parabolic energy (GE, =  2).
At overshoot, the total heat input is the sum of the heat inputs during

the supercircular and subcircular portions, LI Q = AQ,HJQ..

It is seen that qmaxand J Q  depend on a vehicle design parameter
m

-

)n
 Rn ',  and on the trajectory through the coefficients  q*  and z1Q*.

CD A
This dependence is shown more clearly in Fig. 2 for laminar flow. The
undershoot and overshoot heating boundaries depend primarily on  Gffla,

and  L'D,  respectively; they appear as straight lines in a logarithmic plot
of gm., against z1Q and form a "heating corridor" in this plane.

As the boundaries of the re-entry corridor are widened by employing
lift (at overshoot), or by accepting a higher G„,„x(at undershoot), the

heating corridor is also widened, making increased demands on the thermal

protection system.

The location of the vehicle in this heating corridor depends on the

aerodynamic parameters  MICDAR  and LID (laminar flow). Here  MICDAR
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is roughly interpreted as the density of the vehicle (for a solid sphere in

hypersonic flow, with C, — 4 13 	
M

i, 	 s equal to the density in slugs
CDAR

ft 3). The magnitude of both the heating rate and the total heat input
m 1/2

increases as
CDAR )

that is, as the square root of the vehicle density

approximately. Here it is important that the interdependence of  LID

3
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FIG. 2. Thermal environment-vehicles entering with parabolic

energy, -E„. — 2.

and CD1C„, be recognized; since C, decreases as  LID  increases, the
use of lift imPlies an increase in the total heat input to the vehicle.

The lines of constant
CDAR

are orthogonal to the boundary lines in

Fig. 2. For each value of ( cD,AIAR) there is a rectangular region within

the heating corridor which defines the range of possible values of qmax
and ziQ to which the vehicle may be subjected during re-entry (the width
of this rectangular region depends on the  LID—CD/CD..  relationship,
in Fig. 2 the hypersonic drag polar with (LID )maz --- 1 was used).

Since corridor widening by the use of lift incurs a penalty in the form
of increased heating, it is of interest to see the variation of umaxand 11Q
with corridor width. This variation is shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) for

REENTRY CORRIDOR

OVERSHOOT

65
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a vehicle having 1 entering with parabolic energy. From
CDmaxAR

Fig. 3(a) it is seen that J  Q  increases rapidly at the overshoot boundary
for IL/DI < 1/2 with little increase in corridor width. A similar increase

in qmaxat undershoot is noted for  LID>  1/2 [Fig. 3(b)]. It seems unlikely,

therefore, that a lift/drag ratio of much than 1/2 would be employed

during the heating phase of re-entry although greater amounts of lift may
be desirable for the terminal phase.

2
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of thermal environment with

— 2, 4  - 1
D Imo;

Total heat input per unit area.
Maximum convective heating rate per unit area.

Even with  —  1/2 the heatirw experience at undershoot and over-

shoot differ appreciably; J Q at overshoot is approximately three times

that at undershoot, similarly q at undershoot is more than three times
that at overshoot.

If the vehicle is to be allowed a wide flight-path corridor (40 miles with

1L/DI= 1/2) the thermal protection system must be designed to withstand
the high heating rates associated with undershoot re-entry, and to dispose

of the total heat input associated with overshoot re-entry.

fl )
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Thus far we have considered only the convective heat input. However

because the gas layer between the vehicle and the shock radiates energy,

there is an additional heat input to the vehicle, the magnitude of which

depends primarily on Ei, , and R. Current preliminary estimates

indicate that it is of the order of 10-25 per cent of the convective heat

input for presently conceived vehicles entering at parabolic speed (the

latter amount at undershoot). The effect of this is to increase the

magnitude (but not the duration) of the heat pulse. Quantitative results

for the gas-layer radiation heating are not presented herein although

some qualitative discussion is given later.

THERMAL PROTECTION OF MANNED RE-ENTRY VEHICLES

The problem of thermal protection is that of maintaining the structure

of the vehicle below some required design temperature dictated by the

structural materials used or the contents within the vehicle. A good ther-

mal shield may be defined as one which performs this function satisfac-

torily with a minimum of weight. In the present application to manned

re-entry vehicles we require the shield to operate efficiently for all tra-

jectories between undershoot and overshoot in order to make maximum

use of the re-entry corridor.

Technology in the field of thermal protection has proceeded in two

fairly independent directions during the last several years, due mainly to the

dissimilar needs of the short-flight-duration ballistic missile and the long-

flight-duration hypersonic airplane. These needs have been satisfied by

the ablation shield and the high-temperature metallic radiation shield,

respectively. In a sense, the manned re-entry vehicle of low lift capability

is a combination of hypersonic airplane and ballistic vehicle; its heatina
experi ence is qualitatively similar, at undershoot, to that of the ballistic

vehicle and at overshoot to that of hypersonic airplane of longer flight

duration. It is likely, therefore, that a combination radiation—ablation

shield will be the most appropriate for the supercircular re-entry

vehicle.

Some analysis of metallic radiation shields applied to simple configu-

rations has been made by Anderson and Brooks(9) but for heating rates

considerably less than those encountered during supercircular entry.

Metallic radiation shields are temperature limited, can dispose of 30-40

B.t.u./ft' sec 1, and are generally inadequate for the heating rates

encountered over the nose or leading surfaces during supercircular re-entry.

Radiating ablation materials, on the other hand, are not temperature limited

and are therefore much more versatile.

65.
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In recent years much effort has been applied to the development and

analysis of ablation materials, due largely to the requirements of the mis-

sile programme. A large number of materials has been tested experiment-

ally in a variety of high-temperature facilities "° '3); theoretically steady

ablation (both melting and vaporization) has been treated extensively04 20)

and more recently some attempt has been made to account for the un-

steady conduction effects within the ablation shield during re-entry from

a circular orbit13'. 22).

In the present paper we consider the combined effects of ablation,

radiation, and thermal conduction in conjunction with the vehicle and
trajectory characteristics which determine them. Our purpose is to estab-

lish the principal parameters that determine shield weight requirements

for a given vehicle. Although we cannot draw conclusions concerning the

overall weight of a cooling system unless the complete confiauration of the

v ehicle is considered, we can discuss regions of high heating on a separate
basis. The reader is referred to a forthcomina NASA publication(33) for

the expressions used in the analysis of weiaht requirements.

ENERGY
DISPOSAL

PHASE
CHANGE,

BOUNDARY
LAYER

HIGH- RADIATION ,
TEMPERATURE PHASE

ABLATORS CHANGE

CLASS

LOW -
TEMPERATURE

ABLATORS

TYPICAL
MATERIALS BEHAVIOR

TEFLON,

NYLON

FOAMED
QUARTZ ,

FIBER
GLASS

COMPOSITE
CHARRING
ABL ATORS

RADIATION,
PHASE

CHANGE

FIBER GLASS
AND

PHENOLIC ,

NYLON AND

5,000° R Wo

-Wi
, 500°

A
PHENOLIC

FIG. 4. Classification of ablation materials.

In theory, either the radiative or the ablation cooling approach can

be applied to the manned re-entry problem; in practice both systems

are compromised to some extent by material limitations. The ablation
materials discussed herein have been placed in the following three broad

categories according to the manner in which they dispose of heat energy:

Low-temperature subliming materials

Radiating high-temperature ablation materials

Composite charring materials
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A summary chart of typical materials is shown in Fig. 4. The low-tempera-
ture materials absorb heat in the phase charee and in the stream boundary

layer: a description of this cooling mechanism may be found in ref. (17):
Teflon and nylon are typical materials. The radiating ablation materials

dispose of heat by radiation and ablation—opaque quartz and graphite
are representative of this category. Finally, composite charring ablation

materials are considered; here ablation takes place at a low temperature
and causes a carbonaceous char to form. The char attains a high temper-
ature, radiates energy at the surface, and also acts as insulation, thereby

reducing heat conduction to the ablation surface (beneath thc char layer).
Phenolic nylon and phenolic glass are typical composite materials.

For a eiven heat input the total weight of the shield may be considered
as the sum of two amounts: firstly, the weight actually lost by ablation
(or charred by ablation) and secondly, the weight required to insulate
against and absorb the heat that accumulates by conduction. The latter
amount depends on the type of insulation-absorption system used between

the shield and the vehicle structure.

One system is simply to add sufficient ablation material to ensure that

the vehicle structure remains below its design temperature, that is, a "self-
insulating shield". An alternative system is to add a layer of ablation
material to reduce conduction and a layer of liquid (between the ablation

shield and the vehicle structure) which is allowed to vaporize and thereby
absorb any accumulation of heat near the vehicle structure, that is,

a "liquid-cooled shield". The energy disposal and weight parameters for
such materials are discussed below.

ENERGY DISPOSAL PARAMETERS

In the most general case the aerodynamic heat input to the shield is
balanced by ablation, radiation, and conduction of heat. If za, z„  and

are the respective fractional amounts of energy disposed by these three
effects, then

za zr±z, — 1
The expressions for y.c.for the self-insulating and liquid-cooled shield
are written, respectively

2
2 [c (T „, — T b)] (o -

c
2 [c (Tm— T b) CP12(

xc = -,
I 7.1

(q.x 01/2 7
(9,,ttin 01/ 2

)1 2

(3)

where 1 in each case.
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The factor (q„,1Q)1  2 depends on the vehicle design parameters and

the trajectory it follows during re-entry. For laminar flow, however,

(q„,.„.-10112 is insensitive to the vehicle trajectory and may be written

1/2(g„,a, d Q)l/22 (
CDAR

)(  Ei )5/4 x 103
E,.

(4)

For laminar flow, therefore,

c(T„,—Tb)(e-kc) [c(T,„—Tb)11,t12(ol-cf
,/ 1

7,. v x lo--" 10 3
Af  V2( Eir 2 \i/21  Ei\

\CD/1R!

respectively. Thus,

heat accumulated /thermal capacity) (thermal resistancey 1'2
by shield k 	 of shield of shield

aerodynamic heat input a (vehicle density)' (vehicle energy)514

where [c (T—Tb) H]" is interpreted as the thermal capacity of the in-

sulation layer plus liquid coolant and c ok sec (lb ft- ')-2 is the thermal
resistance (that is, the number of seconds taken for heat to conduct through

a layer of weight 1 lb ft-').
Estimation of the fraction of heat accumulated during re-entry is now

a simple matter. For a low-temperature material such as Teflon

(c ok --  40 sec (lb ft-2) 2, c(T„,— -  B.t.u./l b) used on a vehicle of

— 1 entering with parabolic energy (E11E,  2) less than 1 per
C'„AR
cent of the aerodynamic heat input is accumulated. Even for a high-

temperature material such as Foamed Quartz (c/ek  — 60 sec (lb ft-2)  -2,
c(T„,—Tb) =  1000 B.t.u./lb) less than 3 per cent is accumulated. It is
interesting to note that for graphite, however (c ok 1sec (lb ft -2)-2,
c(T,„-- Tb) —  2000 B.t.u.„'lb) as much as 40 per cent is accumulated
in the same circumstances. Obviously, c ok should be as large as possible

so that accumulation of heat is minimized. In the discussion that follows

it is assumed that y <- 1.
The quantities za,  zr and T„,depend on the ablation temperature Ta and

the heating rate q= asTmax (where T„,„ is a reference temperature

associated with radiative equilibrium at q q,„„x)and are written, for

a < 1

TInax

/2

1= 1 2 (Za -
T

Il
4  2

TT.aa..)1
(5)
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When aerodynamic heating and radiative cooling produce thermal equili-

T„,

	

brium (no ablation -° 1) then za = 0, z,. = 1, and (1/2)'''
Tmas.

From Fig. 5 and the definition of z, we see that there is an important

dependence of z, on za through the mean temperature T,„.

1.0
Xa Tm \ 4

Tmax V.2)
.8

	

X0 6 Trn
Tm Tmax

TMax 4

2

	

0 4.8 1.0
Ta

6 


TrTICIX

FIG. 5. Ablation parameters T,T:  and Za.

The enerey yo IQ which must be disposed by ablatni:n may be reduced

by usine a high-temperature ablation material _ .(i T —>1 but on:: at

(
T

the expense of increasing the accumulated energy z,_10 since 	 —>

—> (1/2)1/ 4 ). Furthermore, it is seen that little is to be gained by using

moderately high-temperature ablation materials; when  ° ==1/2, for
/ ma,

example, za differs little from unity but
Tm-  has increased from

0 to 1/2,
ni ax

with a corresponding increase in z,
Since qmaxvaries appreciably between undershoot and overshoot, the

behaviour of the radiating ablation shield also varies. For example, if
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1 and  LID =  1/2, then graax — 550 B.t.u./ft--2/sec-1 at un-
CD ARmax

dershoot, and a shield with Ta  4000°R, E = 1/2, would have la = 0.8
approximately indicating that 80 per cent of the aerodynamic heat input
is disposed by ablation and approximately 20 per cent by radiation. At
overshoot, on the other hand, =  150 B.t.u.,q1-2/sec-1 for the
supercircular part of re-entry and only 33 per cent is disposed by ablation,
whereas for the descent from circular orbit (9 )2 = 75 B.t.u./ft-2,'sec-',
less than 3 per cent is disposed by ablation and the shield is in near ra-
diative equilibrium.

MEAN EFFECTIVE HEAT CAPACITY

For subliming materials, the effective heat capacity has been shown
theoretically to be an approximately linear function of the stream energy
and is written

	

He„ = Ha 1--fla
gJ

(6a)

Here  Ha  is the energy absorbed when unit mass of material is raised to

the ablation temperature and undergoes vaporization, rla is the fraction
of the stream energy absorbed by the gas products during convection

in the boundary layer, and—E - is the energy of the stream in thermal units.
gJ

Typical values of materials presently being considered are  Ha —  1000
B.t.u.1b,  /3„ — 1/2 (laminar flow) or 13„=  1/4 (turbulent flow). The
turbulent values of t3a are generally about one-half or one-third of the
laminar values. When /3„ = 1/2, for example, the material in gaseous
form absorbs an amount of the order of one-half of the stream energy

(

-E =  13,500 B.t.u./lb at circular energy in addition to the heat of
gi

sublimation Ha. The form of  Herr  suggests that a mean value for the
complete re-entry should be written

	

Hrn— Ha fia
gJ

(6b)

where ,uE1is a mean value of  E.  For a vehicle re-entering in a steady glide,
for example, H„, may be evaluated analytically and is written, in dimen-
sionless form

E -n)-1 E.
flagJ

	 = (1—n) 1+ 1+ 

Ha H,,
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and it may be verified that

ßa gJ,„
1=-(1—n)

Pa gJ H
 

—  Ha

<1+(1
2) HaHa

-gJ
(turbulent flow). A dimensionless plot of 	 versus   is shown in

Ha Ha

(that is, 1—n  < ti <1—  -f-) where  n = 1/2 (laminar flow) or  n =  4/5
Ei

-STEADY GLIDE (LIFTING VEHICLE)

0 NUMERICAL (NONLIFTING)
8 CALCULATION \VEHICLE I

o

6
UPPER LIMIT

p. 3/4 ry

(a)
Hm

— -0 4
LOWER Lima

1/2

2

0 2 4 6 8 10

6

UPPER LIMIT
3/5

4
Hrn
H0

(b)
2

------ LOWER LIM IT
1 /5

0 24 6 8 10
iea

_ gj

Hc)

FIG. 6. Dimensionless mean effective heat capacity -H -

Ha '

(a) Laminar flow ( n —
14

- • (b) Turbulent flow (n— -

Fig. 6; also shown are values calculated numerically for return along
the undershoot boundary for a non-lifting vehicle. Although the trajec-

H
tory differs considerably from the equilibrium glide, the values of

Ha
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are in good agreement. For entry along the overshoot boundary, the

supercircular and subcircular parts are treated separately. Here we use

13aE 13.,(1(Ei—E)(Ha), = Ha— --
gJ,

(supercircular)
 gJ

(Hm)2= Ha: f3a 	  (subcircular)gJ

It is noted that the turbulent value of flap may be as little as 1/5 of the

laminar value and sublimation is much less efficient when turbulent flow

prevails.

WEIGHT PARAMETERS

The weight of the ablation shield depends on the efficiency with which

the amounts of heat xcAQ and x0Z1Q are disposed. Considering first

the accumulated heat za z1Q, the associated weight We is written approx-

AQo Z,AQimately w = '
'

respectively, for the self insulated
 

shield and the liquid-cooled shield. When the appropriate expressions

for z, (equation 3) are inserted, we obtain the following result:

[c (Tm— HJ112

(Wc)sell'-insulated > (Wc)liquld cooled if /7-,> I :T
b,i,

(7)

approximately. The inequality (7) is a particularly simple condition

inasmuch as it involves only the "thermal capacities" [c(T,„— Tb)  • 11,11/2

and c(Th
If the ablation temperature is sufficiently low, the self-insulated shield

weighs less than the liquid-cooled shield. For a radiating ablation shield,

however, where Tm—Tb is necessarily large, the liquid-cooled system is

more appropriate. For example, if we suppose that c = 0-3 B.t.u./lb
°R and 11,.. =: 1000 B.t.u./lb (corresponding to the vaporization of water)

then equation (7) shows that the water-cooled system weighs less when

Tm—Th <  230 R.
It is clear, therefore, that the water-cooled system is preferred unless

the vehicle structure is designed to withstand temperatures fairly close

to the mean surface temperature of the shield.

As we noted earlier, the accumulated heat ze /1Q depends on za through

the team temperature 7,0; it is to be expected therefore that I•17,depends

on IV„ This dependence is illustrated more clearly when we consider the

liquid-cooled shield in more detail. We denote by Wa,  W, and WI the

weight of material lost by ablation, the additional weight required for
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insulation, and the weight of liquid required to absorb accumulated

energy. The total weight W is written W = Wa + W + W, (so that

We == Wi+ W,). The actual weight loss caused by ablation is simply

w  or X°4 Q X'AQ at overshoot . The expressions for
° H 	 H, 2

W: and ze suggest that we define a dimensionless weight parameter W*

through

W* ____ w ( eic\ [c(T TO IQ I i[e(T Tb):1Q I  112I
C j

qmax 1

1
2

(8)

5

DIMENSIONLESS WEIGHT /
OF ABLATION MATERIAL

4 * * /W + W

	

0 1

3
DisIMEEIGNHSTIONLI6SSS

V/
* * *

	

+ W• W wo*
2

—DIMENSIONLESS WEIGHT
OF LIQUID COOLANT

W/

0 I 2  3 4 5

Via*

FIG. 7. Dimensionless weight requirements for a liquid-cooled
ablation shield.

The weights W, and W, are chosen so that W is a minimum. This gives

the following expressions for W: and W: in terms of Wa* = Wa*.2

and

W:1 1! 1 + 1 W*)
22 °
1

wr *W
=loge(1 I- 	 a)

(at undershoot _IQ = Q), (and I Q)2 0
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Figure 7 shows W:-H Wt and Wras functions of W:. The two limiting

cases W* and W* 0 are interesting since they 2ive us the

important ablation and radiation weight parameters.
Firstly, as T„,—Tb 0, za 1 and equation (8) shows that 11/*

thus for the low-temperature ablation shield iv, and  WI  are small com-

pared with W (in practice when W: > 10) and we may write

1Q\
H H

(11)

and for a given heat input W may be reduced only by increasing H,„.
Secondly, when za- _0, 11/: = 0, no ablation takes place and the shield

acts as a radiation shield. [ It should bc noted, however, that za - 0 only

T 1/4
qaxif 7.  _.- 1, that is, if the ablation temperature T. exceeds m

(TE/ max

When W: = 0, then W:= vvp - 1 indicating that the shield should

comprise equal weights of insulation and liquid coolant. Thus

[c(T —T ) 1Q— [c(T,„—T b)  IQ 11

	

qmax 2 (12)117 Wi+ z 2 1(-2c 	 b

and since T and T„,,„are necessarily high in practical applications

the weight may be reduced by increasing the thermal resistance i)k
or the thermal capacity of the coolant H.

It  is useful to have some criterion to indicate which type of shield is

most suitable for a given vehicle; from equations (11) and (12) at under-

shoot we see that the radiating ablation shield weighs less than the low-

temperature shield if

1
1/2

) 1/4 . (- ek

>1 (13)

(1-2 n)f10(  E` x 10-3)

(to  obtain equation (13), the effective heat c tpacity is approximated by

( 2H„, 7:-, 1— /1)11
° E

EiE'.
gJ

and equation (4) is used).
3 , 


Inspection of the individual factors in equation (13) shows that the
radiating ablation approach is more appropriate for the heavier vehicles

c
providing -- , the thermal resistance, is large enough.

ek

"CDAR
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This is especially true if considerable turbulent flow is experienced.

is smaller for turbulent flow than for laminar flow]. Equa-
3

tion (13) also applies at overshoot if used with an appropriate mean

value  T„,.

COMPARISON OF TYPICAL MATERIALS

The difference between the low-temperature subliming materials and

the radiating ablation materials is illustrated by comparing the behaviour

of Teflon with that of Foamed Quartz (both water-cooled) at the stagna-
M

	

tion point of a vehicle with   — 1 entering with parabolic
C„..xAR

energy, -E!- — 2. The weight required per unit area (including that of

the water) is shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) for these materials.

OVERSHOÔT

I -
7RADIATION

'..•'.CONDUCTION
f
'ABLATION 


25 OVERSHOOT,

Vi°' SLOBFT

20 W1.  2 4

LB 

W 23 I SO FT

15

LBS  
50 FT

10

UNDERSHOOT

5 —

= 2 3 ecp,,,,
6 0

— 5 0

13 3 SOL FT

OVERSHOOT

UNDERSHOOT

w 42 LB
CHAR SO FT

W, 3 5

'155S—eff

;

OVERSHOOT

0 20 40 60 0 20 40 60 0 20 40 60

CORRIDOR WIDTH, MILES

(c)

FIG. 8. Shield weight per unit area for typical materials
[Ei 2,

	

, (

	

E CD max AR  i d•
Low-temperature ablation material (Teflon).
Radiating ablation material (Foamed Quartz).
Composite ablation material (Fiberglas and Phenolic Resin).

Firstly, we see that the weight at overshoot always exceeds that at

undershoot; thus, the weight requirements are dictated by overshoot

conditions. Secondly, the weight at overshoot increases rapidly with LID
for IL/D1 > 1/2; thus, extension of the corridor at overshoot is costly,
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whereas at undershoot the use of lift up to about L/ D = 1 seems justified

since the associated weight is still less than that at overshoot with

L/D = —1/2. Thirdly, the radiating Foamed Quartz shield weighs less

than the Teflon shield, especially at overshoot where a considerable

fraction of the energy is radiated (at undershoot, both materials act
primarily as simple ablators and there is little difference in weight).

As we might expect, the behaviour of the materials differs considerably

at overshoot. For L/D = - 1;2, the low-temperature Teflon suffers con-

siderable weight loss-20 lb/ft-  2  or about 2 in. in thickness—but requires

only a small amount of water, 2.4 lb/ft -2, to absorb the accumulated

heat. The radiating Foamed Quartz, however, loses only 2.3 lb/ft- 2 or

about 0.3 in., whereas the insulation plus coolant weight is Il lb/ft

(By comparison, a water-cooled graphite shield would weigh in the neigh-

bourhood of 110 lb ft-2, approximately half of which would be water.)

Quite generally the low-temperature subliming materials are subject

to large weight loss and possible large changes in shape, whereas the

radiating materials require a substantial amount of liquid coolant between

the shield and the vehicle structure. In any practical application the

weight of the coolant container and any piping required to remove the

vapour must also be considered.

The third type of ablation shield, the composite shield, is a compromise

between the low-temperature and the radiating materials. It consists of

a high-temperature matrix impregnated with a low-temperature ablation

material. In the fibreglass and phenolic shield, for example, ablation

of the phenolic resin takes place at about 1500°R and forms a high-tem-

perature char layer held by the fibreglass matrix. A large fraction of the

heat input is disposed by radiation at the surface of the char and the small

fraction of heat that reaches the virgin material (by conduction through

the char) is absorbed by thc phase change in the resin at a low temperature.

The gas produced by this ablation diffuses through the char to the surface

and helps to reduce conduction. [See Fig. 8(c).]

The composite material, therefore, takes advantage of surface radiation

(surface temperatures over 5000R and an emissivity of 0.8 gives a rate

of heat disposal of over 250 B.t.u./ft---2/sec--1) but at the same time retains

the advantage of requiring little or no liquid coolant—ablation of low-

temperature resin replaces vaporization of water as the back-surface-

temperature control, essentially.

Conservative values (upper limits) of the mean surface temperature

7,„ and the char weight W are given by

Tm 1\114 (I4a)
Tmax 2
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and

= 2( 	
ok„ 1 cg(T„,—Ta)

ha 's

qmas

c „(7,—Ta) -IQ 11/
2 (14b)

Alfa- p fc„(T„,—Ta)) qma. 121
It is seen that equation (14b) is analogous to equation (12) with  II,

replaced by  2f(Ha+fc„(T„,—Ta))  so that the cooling capacity of the

resin increases with the surface temperature T. The importance of this

is seen when the limit of large  T,„  is taken in equation (14b); the char

weight has an upper limit

W- 1,
(2ko. )1/ 2 (  t )112

cg fl '

independent of the heating history, where t
.61Q( .4Q

2qrnax /2
is a

measure of the duration of heating. The accumulation in the virgin

material is similar to that in a low-temperature ablation material and by

choosing a resin which sublimes at a low temperature the shield can be

self-insulated (the corresponding weight WI. is determined as before but

with  T„,  replaced by  Ta).  The importance of high thermal resistance of

the char and large heat of sublimation of the resin,  Ha,  is evident from

equation (14b). Although current charring materials have lower thermal
resistance than Foamed Quartz, their surface temperature and emissivity

are higher and, for this reason, they have greater potential to dispose

of high heat-transfer rates. Figure 8(c) shows typical values of the weight,

including self-insulation for a ranae of corridor width (or  /VD)  for

— I. with  Ta = 1250 R, 500C R, 0.4, f = 0.5.
AR

IllaS

—z 1250 B.t.u./lb, and ,cg  = 40 sec (lb ft-')-2.
Qn-char

DISCUSSION

The results presented thus far have been for 	 = 1. The
Cpmax AI?

M 1'2

variation of weight with
(

CD
is shown for overshoot re-entry

)

with IL/D1 = 1/2 for three ren .ARPasresentativematerials in Fig. 9. The char-

acter of the three curves is important. The low-temperature material
( )1/2

has an essentially linear variation of weight with  indicatina

that the weight is proportional to the heat input); the weight of the foamed
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radiating material is non-linear initially(Grs-2 IV, varies as (T„,—T,,) 1/2,--,

q,„„xhIS) but then becomes approximately linear for higher values of

M ) when appreciable ablation takes place. The curve for the„,ax AR

composite material lies above the foamed material initiall (it has lower

thermal resistance cl0k„ but for the higher values of 	 fallsCDmaxAR

below the foamed material (since it continues to radiate at a higher surface
temperature).

(o) LOW TEMPERATURE ABLATORS

50 -- (b) FOAMED RADIATING ABLATORS

— (c) COMPOSITE CHARRING ABLATORS

40

1N30,
LEIS

SO FT

20

(c)

10 (b)

(a)

0 5 1 1.5 2.0

(CD:ax AR)

1/2

FIG. 9. Weight comparison of typical materials at overshoot,
L 'I
D  2 '

For each class of material there is a range of 	 in which a
CDma.AR

shield of that material weighs less than the others. The location of the
crossover points in Fig. 9 depends on the material properties, of course,
so they are not well defined. When plots similar to Fig. 9 are made for
other values of LID a more general chart is obtained showing the relation

between the vehicle parameters, 	 and LID, and the character-
CD.,a,AR

istics of the shield. This chart is shown in Fig. 10; we see that the three
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classes of material (a), (b) and (c) are appropriate to vehicles of small,

intermediate, and large   , respectively, that is, to vehicles which
Cpmax/IR

experience small, intermediate, and large heating rates per unit area,

respectively. The tendency for vehicles of higher lift-drag ratio to require

a composite ablation material results from the lower values of
CD

CD. '

and therefore higher heating rates, associated with higher values of LI D.

4

COMPOSITE RADIATING
3 MATERIALS

CD 2max AR 


FOAMED RADIATING
MATERIALS

(WATER—COOLED)

LOW TEMP ABLATO S
0 .5 1.0

FIG. 10. Design criteria chart.

The conclusions drawn from Fig. 10 are based on the assumption of

laminar convective heating; the possibility of turbulent heating and

additional heating from the radiating gas layer must be recognized, how-
ever. It may be recalled that the mean effective heat capacity in turbulent

flow is less than that for laminar flow; moreover in the presence of gas
layer radiation the linear increase of effective heat capacity with stream
enthalpy no longer holds, the effective heat capacity is reduced and the

actual NA eight loss may increase considerably.
This effect is most eN, ident for the low-temperature materials and to

a lesser extent for the foamed radiating materials if they undergo con-

siderable ablation as at undershoot. The charring composite materials

66
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are least affected by these increases in heating since ablation of the resin
depends primarily on conduction through the char rather than on the
form of the heat input to the surface (the result is simply an increase in
surface temperature and a minor increase in weight).

The final choice of materials will depend on mechanical as well as
thermal properties. The foamed materials and the charring materials
must have sufficient strength to withstand vibration and shear forces and
long-duration tests of these materials are therefore desirable before they
can be used with confidence. In view of the potential versatility of ablation
materials for manned-flight application, considerable effort is warranted
in the development of materials having the appropriate thermal and
mechanical behaviour.

It seems unlikely that the low-temperature materials will be used over
the nose or leading surfaces where high heating rates are experienced
and where gas layer radiation is greatest; however, they may be used
in limited amounts for other parts of the vehicle which experience lower
heating rates. The foamed materials weigh a little less than the self-insu-
lated composite materials for intermediate heating levels but they cannot
be used without a reservoir of liquid coolant between the shield and the
vehicle.

The simplicity of the composite shield and its relative insensitivity
to the form of heat input make it particularly attractive as a means of
thermal protection for manned re-entry vehicles.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Supercircular entry into the Earth's atmosphere can be made only
through a narrow re-entry corridor. The high rates of heat transfer as-
sociated with entry along the undershoot boundary of the corridor and
the high total heat input experienced during entry along the overshoot
boundary demand a versatile form of thermal protection.

A review of the types of ablation material available shows that :
The low-temperature ablators may lose a considerable amount

of material especially at overshoot; moreover, turbulent heating and gas-
layer radiation can increase the weight loss appreciably.

Foamed radiating materials are less affected by the form of heat
input (that is, whether laminar or turbulent convective, or radiative)
and there is little actual weight loss. However, these materials require
a reservoir of vaporizing liquid coolant between the shield and the vehicle
structure to absorb the conducted heat.

The composite charring materials generally have a lower thermal
resistance than the foamed materials, but, because ablation takes place
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at a low temperature within the char layer, they are self-insulating and

may be used without additional liquid coolant. The composite materials

are least affected by the form of heat input.
For manned re-entry from supercircular speeds it appears therefore

that the radiating ablation materials are more appropriate than the low-
temperature materials. In particular, the simplicity of the self-insulating

composite shield and its ability to protect against radiative as well as

convective heating make it an attractive solution to the problem of thermal

prot ection .
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DISCUSSION

G. M. LILLEY : I would like to know what the validity is for using laminar boundary
layer calculations in ablation studies close to and away from the stagnation point.

L. ROBERTS: Typical values of the Reynolds number for vehicles of small lift are
in the range 106 to l04 per foot near conditions of peak heating. This suggests that we
can expect laminar flow for a considerable region about the stagnation point, especially
for the shallow overshoot entry. Although turbulent flow may occur for undershoot
entry, the duration of high heating would be short and should not be of great concern.




